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DLIFLO groups on the written and oral components of achievement_tests. Similar
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components of the Proficiency Advancement Test (PAT). No significant differ=
ences were found among groups on the listening component of the PAT. There
were no significant differences between the standard and flexibly scheduled
groups_on the achievement testsi the PAT, or on the face-to-face oral

Comparisons among groups on the various attitudinal measures indicated
significantly more positive attitudes by the suggestopedia group toward their
instructor_for the first 4 weeks when compared to the standard group. There
were nu differences between groups on any other results from the weekly
surveys, and between pre- and posttests results for any of the groups. On
the 12 individual scales comprising the end-of-course questionnaire, results
were similar among groups on 9 of the scales. On the "Languagc_Use Anxiety"
scale, the suggestopedia group indicated more comfort with the language; on
the "Effort Required" scale, they felt that the methodology required little or
no effort to learn the language; and on the "Course Materials" scale, the two
DLIFLC groups felt more positive about their course materials.

In conclusion, suggestopedia ne.ther accelerated learning nor resulted in
more overall positive attitudes in students when compared to either the
standard or flexibly scheduled groups. _The evaluation of the flexible-
scheduling methodology did indicate a time saving of approximately 1 week.
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FOREWORD

The Presidio of Monterey Field Unit of the U.S. Arty Readerch Institute
has as its primary mission the execution_of research_tb iMprove training to
better meet unit mission requirements. one aspect Of Stith training has been
the area of foreign language.

The Presidential Commilssion Report (1979) and the 1982 Government Account-
ing Office (GAO) report entitled "Weaknesses in the RéSident Language Training
System of Defense Language Institute Affect the Quality of Trained Linguists"
emphasized the need to identify alternative methodologies for teaching languages.

The Defense_Language_Institute_FOrdIgh Lauguage_Ceuter (DLIFLC) currently
uses the Progressive Skill Integration (PSI) Approadh, a functional skill:
building approach to_language learning that progresses through a number of
stagesi beginning with the perception -pf neW cOncepts and culminrting with the
acquisition of working communication Skilla. Though this system has been
effective. the DLIFLC and other ArMy language trainers continue to examine
methods to improve training.

This report provides a comprehensiVe_summary of a research effort that
compared and evaluated three_Of thead meth-oda: the suggestopedia, a flexible-
scheduling methodology, and the Standard DLIFLC methodology currently used.

..7.-;:-.----

EDGAR_M._:101IN ON
Technical Director
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A COMPARISON OF INNOVATIVE TRAINING TECHNIQUES AT THE DEFENSE LANGUAGE INSTITUTE
FOREIGN LANGUAGE CENTER

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Requirement:

The_Defense_Language Institute Foreign Language Center (DLIFLC) and the
Soldier Support Center (SSC) requested that the Army Research Institute (ARI)
assess the effectiveness of and students' attitudeS_toward suggestopedia
instruction_relative to the standard DLIFLC instruction_currently employed.
The study_also indlUded a comparison of a flexible-Scheduling methodology
identified by the DLIFLC as a target of opportunity.

Procedure:

Fifty junior enlisted Army and Navy personnel were initially examined.
Twenty Army_students received the suggestopedia_instruction0 and 20 received
the standard DLIFLC instruction. Ten Army and Navy students received the
fleXible-scheduling instructional methodology.

Achievement tests, a Proficiency Advancement Tett (PAT), and face-to-face
oral interviews were used as criteria of_training effectivness. Achievement
tests were administered after the presentation Of_a block of instruction called
a_ Module._ The PAT and oral interviews were_adMinistered_to each group when
they completed the course materials comprising Term I, the_period used for this
study. Completion dates were 10 weeks for the suggestopedia methodology, 14
weeks as retrospectively observed for the fleXible-sdheduling methodology, and
15 weeks as normally planned for the standard DLIFLC methodology. Attitudes
were assessed at the beginning_and end of the terM,_and at weekly intervals.
Student_demographic variables were represented_by Military rank, military
occupational specialty (MOS), age, years of maitary service* educational
level, prior language training, and gender. _Additional descriptive variables
for the student population included Defense Language Aptitude Battery (DLAB)
scores, General Technical (GT) scores, and a pretest Of_attitudes about the
potential advantages of learning Russian and about foreign languages in general.

Findings:

The available data showed that the suggestopedia methodology was not as
effeCtiVe aftet 10 weeks of study as the flexibly Scheduled instruction after
14 weeks or_the standard DLIFLC instruction after 15 weeks. In fact, the
suggestOpedia_group had significwitly lower scores on all measures of academic
performance_with the exception of results on the lietening component of the PAT
and the oral interviews. Measures of attitudes indicated that the suggestopedia
group was more poSitive toward their instructor(s) during the first 4 weeks*

ix .11



EXECUTIVE_SUMMARY_(Continued)

but then fell to the level of the two DLIFLC groups. Oft attitudes_compared at
the_conclusion of the course, the suggestopedia group generally felt more
comfortable about its ability to use the Russian language and felt that less
effort_had been required when compared to the other groups. The flexibly
scheduled and_standard_DLIFLC_groups felt more_positive about their course
materials, but also_had more hands-on (workbooks) and take-home materials
(workbooks and testbooks) A comparison between pre- and poStteSt regult8
indicated no attitude changes within these tWo groups.

Utilization of Findings:

This research_implies that suggestopedia,_as_a_whole,_would not justify a_
change in the_standard_DLIFLC_instructional_methodology. However, suggestopedia's
use as an_enrichment adjunct to the curriculum may warrant further research.
Additionally, components of the suggestopedia methodOlogy may affect factors
such as_student attrition and memory retention, thereby warranting further
research.

The evaluation of_the flexible-scheduling_methodology indicates that
students can progress_through the curriculum at a faster_pace than usual.
Further_research_ may be_necessary to determine whether this i8 an effect of the
instruction or the curriculum.
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A COMPARISON OV INNOVATIVE TRAINING TECHNIQUES
AT THE DEFENSE LANGUAGE INSTITUTE FOREIGN LANGUAGE CENTER

INTRODUCTION

As part Of the_tilitary!s_continued efforts to improVe_the_quality of for-eign language training, the_Soldier Support Center (SSC) and Defenge Language
Institute Foreign Language_Center (DLIFLC) submitted a Concept Evaluation Plan
(CEP) to the Training and_Doctrine Command (TRADOC) for the eValdation_of an
innovative training methodology called suggestopedia. In SepteMber, 1984,
TRADOC approved the CEP and a contract was awarded_t0 the LoZanov Learning Sys-
tems, Inc. (LLSI) to provide a resident course of inStrudtiOn_using the suggest-opedia methodolOgy. The_Army Research Institute (ARI) WAS ASked to conduct the
evaluation of suggestopedia as compared to the standard inOttudtional methodologycurrently used at the_DLIFLC. A third methodology, Using fleicible scheduling
of the presentatibh of_materials, was modified from_theStAndard DLIFLC course
of instructitot, identified as a "target_of opportunity," And added to the study
for evaluation; _The_objective of the research vas tO toMpate the effectivenessof the three methodologies using measures of academic petforMande4 and analysis
of students' attitudes about the respective instruction-Al Methodology.

The suggestopedia methodology is a unified system Of inStrUdtion character-ized by a variety_Of techniques emphasizing_a_relaxed and poSitiVe learning
atmosphere; The inStruction is delivered in situation&l tOntektS_maximizing
the use of the oral_communiCative skills (proficiency). The Standard DLIFLC
methodology used A_Progressive Skill Integration (PSI) approadh, which is a
functional approach to_language_teaching that stresses the integration of the
various componentS Of language (i.e., pronunciation, grammar, Votabulary, writ-ing systems, etc.) intb_communication skills. It is a prOgresSiVe approach in
that students advance through a number of stages beginning With the perceptionof new concepts and_culMinating with the acquisition of WOrking dommunicationskills. The flexible-stheduling treatment is similar to the Standard DLIFLC
methodology except that the former uses a pacing of_the_presentation of mate-rials based upon group_readiness rather than a_fixed stheddle fOr_the presen-
tation of materials._ Further discussion characterizing the Methodologies may
be found later in this chapter under the subtitle, "DeSdription of InstructionalTreatments."

Data from this_stddy may be used in formulating subsequent reSearch effortson components of effective_instruction that characterize the methOddlogies (e.g.,
functional practice, pOSitive_reinforcement, cueing, positiVe rOld Modeling).
Individual components found effective may be incorporated throughout a courseof instruction.

Background

A review of the literature indidates mixed findings regarding_duggestive-
accelerated lear tng or suggestopedia. In addition, there is little eVidence
reflecting the study of suggeStopedia in a military setting or with military
personnel.

1 15



One review conducted within the Federal government was a self report
experience with National Security Agency personnel at a five-week
suggestopedia Russian Course cited by Shitama (1982). Overall remarks made by
the ten NSA students and two NSA instructors (who only attended the one-week
Lozanov instructor training workshop) concluded that while some features of
suggestopedia vmze interesting and helpful, such as the use of music and
relaxation techniques, the collective methodology is not recommended for
individuals requiring a thorough grasp of the language. A. report Which
involved Special Forces military personnel learning German with the
suggestopedia methodology was conducted at Fort Devens, Massachusetts.
Findings indicated a reduction in course length from 12 to 6 weeks. However,
10 of the 12 students had been previously exposed to German either in school
or o.erseas (Dhority, 1984).

Studies conducted by Lozanov, the creator and developer_of suggestopedia,
suggest high success rates covering a range of topics from foreign language
training to training in mathematics at virtually all age levels (Lozanov,
1978). _One_example is the teaching of a year of traditional foreign language
curriculum in three and one-half months (Lozanov, 1975). However, these
findings and others indicating high success rates have been found to lack
"scientific validity" as noted by Bancroft (1976) and Scovel (1979) ia his
review of Lozanov-s suggestopedia.

Kline (1974) found in_many of_Lozanov's studies highly mtivated adults,
experienced language teadhers, and perfect attendance records whidh may result
in high success_rates regardless of the instructional methodology used. In an
attempt to replicate some_of Lozanov-s_work, Kline indicated that vocabulary
achievement was approximately half of that reported by Lozanov.

Other studies_(Benitez7Bordon & Schuster, 1976) indicate positive results
'but only for two-hour sessions onse a_week ai.d with no control group. An
experiment in teaching beginning Russian (Kurkov, 1971) indicated higher
success rates for suggestopedia over_traditional instruction, but it was noted
that approXimately Wise as_many Students in_the suggestopedia group had prior
formal Russian language_training. Additionally, the students_in the
suggestopedia group indicated that they needed_to spend more time than usual
in outside preparation such as vocabulary_copying and_reading grammar. Renard
(1976) reviewed a study using suggestopedia to learn French but found that the
suggestopedia group was comprised of volunteers while the control group was
not.

Wagner and Tilney (1982) conducted an experiment comparing suggestopedia
with traditional instructional methods for learning over five weeks. _Results
indicated no significant improvement by the suggestopedia group. In_facti it
was found that the traditional group learned significantly more vocabulary.

Other studies evaluated characteristics found in the suggestopedia
metbodology. Several findings indicated an increase in performance levels for
verbal learning and retention when students were provided with some relaxation
techniques to reduce stress before testing on difficult material (Straughn &
Dufort, 1969; Chaney & Andreasen,_1972). However, studies by Martin and
Schuster (1977) and Lipsitt (1963) found that there seemed to be an optimal
level of stress for learning. Some students were found to learn better if
they felt a certain amount of stress. Overall the findings seemed to indidate

2
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A Curvilinear relationship between stress and learning; Learning increased as
StreSs increased up to an optimum level, after which leArhing fell off as a
fUnction of increases in stress. This demonstrates the Yerkes-Dodson Law.
For further reading see Sanders, Eng, and Murph (1985).

The components of_music and imagery adapted fiat suggestopedia were
studied for their separate and combinSd iMpadt. Stein (1982) found_that the
addition of music and_imagery togethSr And MuSiC Separately indicated_a
significant increase in the tetentitin Of VodabUlary for college students when
compared to the_control group_v7ithout treatMent. Subjects in the music plus
imagery group_heard Handel's Water MuSidi And the experimenter read_aloud_the
words to be studied._ _SUbjSCtS in the music only group heard just the mu-Sit.
The control group subjects had neither the words spoken nor the music, they
had only the words to study.

Since this study dealS With a comparison of specific instructional
strategies and tit:it learning theory in general, the_folloving references are
provided for_futher_reading as an overview of instructional strategies._ Gagne
and Dick_(1982) review educational research and its implitations_for effective
inStrUctiOn. Bush (unpublished manuscript) discusses effettive instructional
StratSgies_according to subject matter and student_demographics. Weinstein
and Mayer (1985) describe the application of learning theory in the classroom.

These citations seem to indicate a need for more etpirical data on the
SUggestopedia methodology as well as a need to evaluate the specific
CoMponents of suggestopedia instruction which may enhance learning.

Description of ImstructIonal_MethodologieS

The treatments are first_described and tMil COMpared as actually applied
in the study. Certain modificationg Were hedesSitated by the limitations
imposed by the_experimental Conditions._ Modifications to the treatments,
particularly suggestopedia, v.6 &Ind With the collaboration and approval of
the contractor for suggestopedia, LOtanov Learning Systems, Inc., and the
DLIFLC.

Suggestopedia-Instructional Methodology. The suggestopedia method is
designed to approximate many conditions of the early childhood learning
process. It stresses role-playing, student participant dialogue, and a
totally positive approach. The instructor(s) encourage interaction of the
entire class through the use of positive reinforcement, stresS relaxation, and
confidence building techniques demonstrated or modeled by the instructor. The
classroom environment is also relaxed, comfortable, and non-threatening.
Subliminal Stimuli are also important: the room, furniture, lighting, and
positioning of class members are carefully selected and arranged to enhance
student comfort while facilitating student-teacher interaction.

A phase of directed passivity alternates with_ati active phase. During the
paSsive phase the student listens to material orally preSented by the
inatructor with music in the background and with-tint Spedific_directions for
retaining the material. During the active phaSe StUdenta role play and enact
Situations based on the thematic suggestions from the instructor(s).

3



Suggestopedia also emphasizes the importance of the instructor as a figure
of authority and prestige while providing a relaxed, comfortable, and
nonthreatening classroom environment.

The suggestopedia method of instruction claims to ensure the_acquisition
of communication skills with emphasis on verbal skills but also including
reading and writing skills (Sterling; 1984);

Standard DLIFLC Instructional Methodology. The methodology described for
the standard DLIFLC instruction is derived from a Progressive Skill
Integration (PSI) process which involves the functions, contents, and accuracy
components of the Interagency Language Roundtable.Skill Level Descriptions
(see appendix F for a detailed listing). (Since a measure of language
accuracy is uncertain, especially at the beginning of the course, language
accuracy is always measured in relation to the skill level descriptions and
not to perfect grammar models iDLIFLC Pamphlet 350-10, 1982]).

The PSI process uses a functional approach to language instruction that
stresses the intevation of various components of language such as
pronunciation, grammar, vocabulary, and writing into the communication skins
of proficiency.' The skills of listening, speaking, reading, and writing are
first developed through a series of learning activities based upon skill
acquisition or achievement. Exercises such as memorizing dialogues, questions
and answers, paraphrasing; role-playing, dictation; and translation are
carried out through a process moving from conceptualization, through
familiarization; and variation. Then a further step to stimulation and
communication brings the student to application or proficiency activities.
Teaching strategies such as audio-lingual_(i.e., speaking-listening) and
cognitive7code (i.e., inductive and deductive) teChniques are used to
accommodate varying student learning styles. _Material is normally presented
in authentic contexts at_normal conversational speeds. The_cultural and
background_information of the language_is integrated_into the course by using
various audio-visual_training_ aids. The curriculum becomes increasingly more
proficiency-based and less achievement-oriented over the length of the course.

_Flexible7Scheduling_Instructional Methodolom. The flexible-scheduling
method was siMilar to the_standard DLIFLC methodology. (It is not currently
used_in the format described in this study.) The major difference in design
is that the_former used a pacing of the presentation materials based upon the
instructors' assessment of the group's readiness rather than a fixed schedule
for the presentation of materials. The emphasis of the instruction was on
speaking through exercises based upon the PSI approach. The weekly training
schedule was the device used for implementing and monitoring the pace. For
it's development, the instructors analyzed the value and function of each
lesson component in terms of the group's ability to grasp and_utilize the
material presented. Daily discussions between instructors allowed for
schedule dhanges to accommodate advancement, review, or remediation. Student
input was incorporated into the schedule.

COntrasts.-Retween_Methodologies. The physical environment for the groups
was different. The suggestopedia group had larger rooms for its sections.
Room size_was smaller and identical for the DLIFLC_sections and_was
approximately one-half the_site of the rooms used by suggestopedia sections.
The suggestopedia group had swivel, high-back chaire and no deaka. The DLIFLC

4
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groups had standard wooden chairs- and worked at tables. The suggestopedia
group used Baroque and contemporary music. No music was used with the DLIFLC
groups.

The_suggeAtopedia gro00 WAt hot given homework whereas the other_grOupt
had_specific homework ataignMents. Weekly graded exercises_were uaed With the
DLIFIC_groups_but nOt fdr_the tuggestopedia group.Module_textbOOkS Were
provided to all studentt during inprocessing at_DLIFLC, but_the Stiggettopedia
students were_told they did not need them and they were seldom Uted addOrding
to self reportt.

The_suggestopedia gtoup had ore instructor per sectiOn_Wheteat the
standard DLIFLC gtoUp_AVeraged four instructors per day, with one teaching
three hours and dontidered to be the primary instructor. _The flexibly-
scheduled group_had b4c1 instructors teaching an equal number of hours fer the
same daily sixhOur tchedule as the other two groups.

Suggestopedia emphasized oral practice_with the omiss.on of reading and
utiting acing, particularily during the firs&live-weeks. The standard group
attempted an inttructional balance between the_three akills, while the
fleXibly-schedUled group attempted the same balance With slightly more
emphAtit On oral practice.

Other distinctions between the standard DLI instruction and suggestopedia
were not as clear. This may be attribdted to inconsistencies within the=
methodologies as applied in the clatatOOM_as well as to similarities auong the
methodologies. Mignault (1978)_, in hid_discussion of Lozanov's methods of
suggestopediai_compared Lozanov7s tethOds with certain critical aspects Of
language instruction and found that tuggestopedia incorporated techniques_
noted elsewhere but which have apparently not been consolidated or adapted fer
use in a unified_program of instrattied. Examples of overlap include stUdent
participant dialogues and a_positiVe approach by the instructor(s). Thede_
examples are emphasized by the Stiggetitopedia methodology but are also applied
in varying degrees by the tWO Other tethodologies.

The emphases on games and rOld-playing were more_characteristic_Of the
suggestopedia instructional preiteSs than to the DLIFLC instructional_
methodologies; The_suggestopedia instruction was further distinguithed by the
teaching of patterning_of infOttAtion through intonation,_pitch, rhythM, and
proper breathing._ It is Worth toting that, toward the end of the study,_ the
suggestopedia_instructOts Were informed that Lozanov had_reduced the_dtphasis
on these_characteristica. _Thit Wat_hot considered_by the_suggestopedia
instructors as having an effeCt Oh findings from this study.

Similarities_Between-MethodolOgies. The importance placed_by
suggestopedia_on_the authority and prestige of the instructor did_ndt_seem to
differ from the_two pLIFIX groups. This comparability may be at indidental
consequence of_the_studett population who, as military personnel, ate eXpected
to respond to teadhets as figure-a of authority and prestige.

All groups vere_genetally presented materials in authentid dOntekts and at
conversational speed._ The target language was_used as much at potaible,
though more so with the tuggettopedia group, particularly during the first twoor three weeks.
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All groups were administered and evaluated with the same measures of
academic performance and student attitudes with the exception of the flexibly-
scheduled group. This group was not initially identified lor the
administration of attitudinal measures due to a lack of certainty about its
continuation, and incorporation into the study. The effects of testing and
evaluation on the suggestopedia process of providing a less stressful, more
relaxed atmosphere was an initial concern. However, the contractor
representative for suggestopedia and the Lozanov Learning Systems, Inc. (LLSI)
felt that the process and outcomes would not be adversely affected
(Schleicher, 1985). Measures that addressed proficiency abilities were more
acceptable to the contractor than the measures of achievement because of the
instructional emphasis by suggestopedia on proficiency.

It is important to note at this point that certain influences on, or__
modifications to,_the suggestopedia methodology at DLIFLC,_such as the effect
of testing on student stress cited earlier, were not considered by the LLSI
contract representative to significantly affect achievement' proficiency, or
attitudinal outcomes. _Such_modifications of the_suggestopedia methodology
considered acceptable included the classroom enVironmenti course length, the
selection process of student and inf:tructor personnel, testing procedures, the
degree of_iustructor faMiliarity with_the testing instruments, and concurrent
Military duty requirementa of the Studenta (Schleicher, 1985).

Purpose

The purpose of this study was to compare the effectiveness of the
suggestopedia method of instruction with the standard DLIFLC method currently
used._ An additional evalution was conducted of a flexibly-scheduled
methodology, comparing it to both the suggestopedia and standard DLIFLC

. instruction.

Results from the comparisons of treatment effectiveness were used,_in
part, to determine whether the treatments could, wholly or partially, be
acceptable and/or adaptable for utilization within Army language training
programs.

Tests of equality among groups were conducted on descriptive variables
considered to have a possible effect_on treatment outcomes. No differences
among groups were expected because the sample was drawn from a geterall4
homogeneous population.

Tests of significance were_conducted among groups on_results from measures
of academic performance. Further analyses were conducted as necessary for
differences between groups and within group effect. _Performance gains for the
suggestopedia group after 10 weeks of language training_were expected_to_be
the same as the performance gains for the flexibly-scheduled and_standard
DLIFLC groups efter 14 and 15 weeks respectively; This expectation was based
upon the assertion that suggestopedia could accelerate learning (SSC COntract
No. DABT-60-84-R-0080, 1984). No differences were expected between the
flexibly-scheduled and standard DLIFLC groups_because of the similatity of
their methodologies and_the short_difference in time of one week between dates
for the completion of the curriculum.



The suggestopedia group's highest scores were expected to be on .he oral
communicative skills measured, while the DLIFLC groupS were expected to have
comparable scores on all measures of academic performance. Thesetexpectations
were derived from suggestopedia's emphasis on oral skills and the DLIFLC
groups instructional balance on each skill tested.

An analysis_of_variance was expected to find significant differences in
dtudent attitudes among gr,ups. Student Attitudes from the suggestopedia
group were expected to be more positive then those found for the DLIFLC groups
because of the emphasis placed upon Strong positive student attitudes by the
suggestopedia method. No differences Were expected between the DLIFLC groups
because of the similaritied betWeen the instructional methodologies,
specifically the use of the Progressive Skill Integration (PSI) approach.
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METHOD

Sub- eeta

The study included forty junior enlisted Army personnel scheduled to begin
the Russian Basic Course (RBC) randomly selected and sorted_into two sections
each for the suggestopedia (n=20) and standard DLIFLC (n=20) greupai One
section of ten junior enlisted Army and Navy personnel comprised the flexibly-
scheduled group. This group was previously identified and in place prior tc
its incorporation into this study.

Design

The study design used matched assignments te the suggestopedia and
standard DLIFLC methodologies. Tne following descriptive variables were used
to match the_two groups: military rank, military occupational specialty_(MOS),
age, years of_military service, Defense Language Aptitude Battery (DLAB)
scores, educational level, prior language training, General Ttchnical_(GT)
scores, and gender. Matehing was not possible_vith the flexibly-schedUled
group because of its later addition to the study.

The independent variables were the instructional methodologies. The
dependent variables were the measures_of acadetic performande And Student
attitudes toward their respective methodologies.

Instrumentation

Effectiveness was measured by academic performance and student attitudes
toward their instructional methdologies.

Three measures of academic performance were used. One was a set of
achievement or module tests. The achievement tests had two major
components: written and oral. An example of each is provided in Appendixes A
and B, respectively. Achievement tests are designed to measure performance on
materials presented over the course of the study (fifteen weeks). Five
achievement tests were administered with each covering a particular set of
materials presented over different lengths of time. The sets of materials and
allotted time for presentation were called modules. The modules varied, for
example Module V had more material and required more time for presentation_
than any of the previous four modules. The groups completed the five modules
according to the respective schedules (i.e., the suggestopedia group completed
the five modules in ten weeks, the flexibly-scheduled group in fourteen weeks,
and the standard DLIFLC group in fifteen weeks).

_ A second measure of academic performance_used was the Próficiency
Advancement Test (PAT), a combined measure of both achievement and
proficiency. The distinction between achievement and proficiency is that
achievement measures performance on course materials, while proficiency
measures performance with the target language regardless of the course of
instruction. The PAT had three components: listening, reading, and
speaking. An example of each is provided in Appendixes C, D, and E,
respectively.
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The third measure of academic performance used WAS a face7to-face oral
interview. This was added to the study to obtain a tedaure of conversational
proficiency onlyi_which most closely approximetet SUggestopedia-s
instructional emphasis. The method used a Single blind technique in that the
two rating instructors did not know which Of the three methodologies the rated
students experienced.

The measures of achievement thly; AdhinVeMent and proficiency, and
proficiency_only were_used_in Orner tO proVide for a more balanced and
comprehensive evaluation of the three_tethodologies.than you'd be svailablt by
looking at only achievement or ptaidiendy.

Student attitudes toWard their Methodologies wete measured uniLng weekly
attitude surveys, a pre- and poattest qustionnaire, and an ead-of-coUrse
questionnaire.

The weekly attitude Survey used a 24-item semantic differential scale. It
measured student attitudes about themselves while in class, their opinione
about the clas3, and opinions about their iastructor(s). A sample of this
instrument is provided as Appeadix F.

The quettiOnnaire AdMinistered at the beginving and end of the Study, the
pre_and postteat, WAS A 26-item Likert-type scale derived_from t1.16 WOrk of
Gardner (pertOnal_COMMunication; November 1, 1984); It addreSsed student
attitudde abOUt the potential advantages of learning Russian_(Part_A)i And
student attitudes about foreign lanjuages in geaeral_(Part B). Thin
instrument in OtOladed as Appendix G. (Further reading Oh Gardner'a_
attitude/totiVational scales as related to language learning May_be found_in
Gardner, [19831; Gardner; Clement, Smythe, & Smvthe, [1979]; Gardner & Lalonde
[1983]; and Gliksman, Smythe, & Gardner [1982]0

_ The end-of-course questionnaire; as provided in Appendix H, was a
developmental instrument, also based upon the WUrk Of Gardner, with 126 items
measuring 12 attitudinal topics using a_variety_Of SCA10 types (i.e.; Likert,
semantic-differential, and multiple-choite). The SCAlea included measures of
attitudes toward the learning context, StUdent tiatiVation and anxiety, and
attitudes designed to reflect some key_elaraCtetiatics of suggestopedia. The
topics and associated scales are described in Table R=1.

Procedure

The study_of the various instructional Methodologies was conducted in a
resident foreign language training envirOnMent at the DLIFLC, Monterey,
California.

Prior to the study the students receiVed An orientation from the Director
of the School of Russian, DLIFLC, outlining the Study. A copy of the
orientation is_provided as AppendiX I. Ih Addition, an informal briefing was
provided to the experimental grOUpti anggeStaPedia and flexibly-scheduled,
which stressed that_there would be no negatiVe effects as a result of any
substandard academic performanee ddeng the Course of the study.

Administration of the_instrumentd Contaated of distributing the attitude
questionnaires, reading the privacy Act Statement and the standardized
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instructions and collecting the completed questionnatres. At the beginnning
:Ile study, studeats were admiaistered the pretest_questionnaire. The

weekly attitudinal survey was administered_at_the end of each week ddring
language laboratory classes or_during_breaks betveen classes All_inatruCtors
dolayed the utart of a class if a student needed more_tiue to complete a
survey. Measures of academic performance_were part of the_regular class
schedule._ Results were_returned after all groups had completed testing with
the same instrument._ The posttes snd_end-of-course questiOnnaires were
administered during language laboratories at the conclusion of the study
according to_the completion of the Term I (five modules) curriculum for each
of the methodologies;_the suggestopedia_and standard DLIFLC methodologies
projected completion dates were weeks 10 and 15 respectively; the fIexibly-
soheduled group found that they finished Term I in 14 weeksi

An additional assestiiwnt cf student attitudes was conducted by the DLIFLC
()Mee of Organizational Effectiveness at the conclusion of the study and is
available asi A supplementary report (Edwards, 1985).
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RESULTS

Descriptive Variables

Tests of etpalit7 found 66 significAnt_differences on descriptive
variables consiilered to have A potential effect on treatment outcomes. The
variables el-cornifted Ate At f011OWs: military rt.?1.74 militcry occupational
specialty (MOS), age, yCara 61 military service, Defense Language iiptitude
Battery (DLA) ::;c6tda, 6-ducat:tona1 level, prior Iauguage training, Gene..al.
TethniCal (GT)_Sderes, gender, and a pretest measure of_stedent attitudes;
Abedt fotagt langUages in general arid the potential advantages of learning
Tussian, (A Comparisoa between pmtest and posttest results may be ttund in
the ad-,.itiOn titled, IMeasures of Student AttAtt!des".)

The GT score is considered an approximate_measure of_beth Verbal ability
and arithmetic reasoning. Because of the_particularly close relationship
between verbal ability and language learning, testa Of grOOP equivalency were
conducted on both components. An analysis of variande (ANOVA) found no
significant differences among groups on either measure.

The DLAB and GT scores are measures of two criteria used for accepting
personnel into the residence language ttairaeg program_at the DLIFLC.
Therefore they were isolated for compaif.Sen With he 1984 student
population. Tests of equality fOund the study sample to be representative of
the 1984 Russian Basic Course Army enliated student population on both DLAB
and GT scores.

Meatures of Academic Performance

_Achlevement-Meaf;ur es

AdhieVetent Or Module tests comprised one of the three types_of_measures
Of atadetid perfOrMance. A one-way analysis of variance_was_conducted on the
tWO_CoMpenenta Of die achievement tests, written and oral. _An_AdditiOnAl
ANOVA WAS ConduCted On the weighted exam average. The weighted exam average
Vas the higher Value assigned, by the DLIFLC, to the written component as
CoMpared to the oral component when averaging both_scores tegether. (Since
the Completion of this study, the DLIFLC has_been in the Process of changing
this emphasis on the written component toWard an equal weighting between
both.) The suggestopedia group_had significantly lower_scores than the two
DLIFLC_groups on the written and oral cOMponents, and the exam averages.
There were no differences between the tWo DLIFLC groups.

The number of students aVailable for the administration of a given
instrument or component tiler-et:if 4as Subject to student availability. Student
availability watt affetted by_Such faCtora as medical problems and Changes in
military duty assignmenta. Therefore, the number of cases for a statistical
test varies.

Mritth SOCird. Ond of the two main components of the achievement tests
was the Written CoMponent. Scores are presented as percentages with_a
pOSSible range of 0-100. As expected the treatment effect was significAntlY
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different among groups on the written component of the achievement tests,
F(2,46) = 48.21i 25.001. Subsequent t-tests found that the suggestopedia

= 44.63) group did significantly worse than the standard_DLIFIC (M_= 81.49)
group, c(38) = -8.65, 25.001. They also scored significantly lower than the
flexibly-scheduled (M = 80.67) group, t-(27) 6.79, 15.001. There_were no
significant differences between the two DL1FLC groups, t(27) = -0.14, 1?.05.
Subsequent analyses of variance_between sections on the written sctires
indicated no within group effect. Appendix B provided a Sample of the written
component of the athitvemont teSts.

Oral Scores. The other main component e the achievement tests was the
oral score. The ANOVA conducted on_the_tree groups indicated a significant
difference among groups, F(2,46) = 11.43, 25.001._ T-tests indicated
significantly_lower scores for the suggestspedie (M = 62.90) group When
compared to_the standard DLIFLC (M = 78.23) group, t(38) = 3.94, 25.001. The
suggestopedia gtoup_also scored significantly Tower than the flexibly-
scheduled = 79.93) group, t(27) = 3.90, 25.01. No differences were found
between the DLIFLC groups, standard and flexibly-scheduled, t(27) = 0.40,
0.G5. The analyses of variances for within group effect resulted in noIwo

significant differences. Appendix C provides a sszple of the oral portion of
the achievement tests.

Exam Amtam. The treatment effect was significant among groups, F(2,46)
= 41.50, 25.001. Subsequent t-tests found that the suggestopedia (M =748.19)
group scored signficantly lower than the standard DLIFLC (14= 80.83) -group,
_t_(38) = -7.96, 25.001. The suggestopedia group also had dignificantly lower
scores than the flexibly-scheduled 01-= 80.68) group, t(27)_= 6.47, 15.001.
No significant difference was found'getWeen the Standa7c1 DLIFLC and fleXibly-
scheduled groups, 4(27) = 0;973, I?.05.

A further analysis of variance was conducted using Hartley-s test to
determane whether the_variability of scores between sections may have caused
group differences. There were no significant differences between the two
sections of the standard DLIFLC control group, E and F., or between the two
sections of the suggestopedia group, 1 and J.

The results in Table 1 reflect the aignificantly lower scores for the
suggestopedia group as compared to the DLIFLC groups. Sections are listed_for
comparisons of similarity of scores within groups. The table also reflects_
the comparability between the DLIFLC groups (standard and flexibly-scheduled)
on the weighted exam average.
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Table 1

Means and Standard DeViAtieng of Module Exam
Averages by Section, And by Group

SD

Section E (standard DLIFLC) 84.67 9.53
Section_F (standard DLIFLC) 76.99 13.45
Standard DLIFLC group (avg. of sect. E and F) 80.83 12.01

Section I (suggestopedia) 45.62 10.22
Section J (suggestopedia) 50.76 16.90
Suggestopedia group (avg. of sect I and J; 43.19 13.85

Flexibly-scheduled Group (one sect.) 80.68 8.55

Summary_af_Findings4 The suggestepedia group_Scored significantly lower
then the two DLIFLC groups on the written_and_Oral components of the
achievement_tests. _The resulpit ih_Teble 2 indicate that the greatest
difference between the suggestopedikehd_DLIFIX groups was on the written
portion_of the achievemeht teete. ThiS finding was expected, in part, because
of the emphasis placed by the SuggeStOpedia methodology on the oral component
of language learning. The coMpatability of written and oral scores for both_
the_standard DLIFLC and flexibly=edheduled groups reflects the intent of_both_
methodologies to provide an inatruCtional balance between the written and oral
language skillS.

Table 2

Means and_Standard DeViations of Written
and Oral Module Results by Section, and by Group

Written Results

SD

Section E 85.30 10.59
Section F 77.68 13.02
Standard DLIFLC gp. 81;49 12.19

Section I 41;92 10;63
Section J 47.33 18;00
suggestopedia gp. 44;63 14;66

Flexibly-scheduled
group (one section)

80.87 9;28

1 3

_oral Results

-14 SD

82.12 6.47
74.34 15.50
78.23 12.23

60.80 9.72
64.99 14.84
62.90 12;40

79.93 5.82
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-.
Section_F (standard DLIFLC) 76.99 13.45
Standard DLIFLC group (avg. of sect. E and F) 80.83 12.01

Section I (suggestopedia) 45.62 10.22
Section J (suggestopedia) 50.76 16;90
Suggestopedia group (avg. of sect. I and J; 43.19 13;85

Flexibly-scheduled Group (one sect;) 80.68 8.55

Summary_of_FIndings4 The suggestopedia group_scored significantly lower
then the two DLIFLC groups on the written_and_oral components of the
achievement_tests; _The results in_Table 2_indicate that the greatest_
difference between_the suggestopedia_and_DLIFLC groups was on the written
portion_of_the achievement tests. ThiS fidding was expectedi_in part, because
of the emphasis placed by the suggestopedia methodology on the_oral component
of language learning. _The comparability of written and oral_scores for_both_
the_standard DLIFLC and flexibly-scheduled groups reflects the intent of_both_
methodologies to provide an instructional balance between the written and oral
language skills.

Table 2

Means and Standard Deviations of Written
and Oral Module ReSults by Section, and by Group

Written Results

SD

Section E 85.30 10.59
Section F 77;68 13;02
Standard DLIFLC gp. 81;49 12;19

Section I 41;92 10;63
Section J 47.33 18.00
suggestopedia gp; 44;63 14;66

Flexibly-scheduled
group (one section)

80.87 9;28

1 3

Oral ReSults

SD

6.47
74.34 15.50
78.23 12.23

60.80 9;72
64.99 14.84
62.90 12;40

79.93 5.82
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Listening Scores. No significant difference wat found among the
suggestopedia (4 = 58.46), standard DLIFLC (-4 = 66.23), and flexibly-scheduled

= 63473) groups.

Reading Scores. Significant differenteS Were found on the reading scores
among the three groups, Y(2_,43) = 6.160 .e.01. _SUbSequent analyses indicated
a significant difference-letween the SiiggeStOpedia (4 = 66.71) and standard
DLIFLC (4 = 73.47) groups, t(35) -2.93, 1<.01. A 7ignificant effect wag
also founid between the SUggeStopedia and fleXibly-scheduled (4 = 75.10)
groups,,t(26) = 2.71, 2.05. NO differen-Lies were found between the standard
DLIFLC Zid flexibly-scheduled grOups, t(25) = 0.63, x?.05.

_An_analysis of variance_bdtWeen the sections of the suggestopedia group
indicated no_significant_differencesi There were significant differences_
between sectionE_(4 =_77.06) and section F (4 =_69.89) of the_standard DLIFLC
group t(16) = -3.137.e.01. However, an analysis of variance for_the groups
Withintreatments design indicated that the sections did not Significantly
contribute to the variability between groups.

Speaking Scores The ANOVA found a significant effect among grou0s on the
speaking scores of the PAT I, Y_(2,43) = 7.63, 1.01.

T7tests between groups found that the suggeStOpedia (4 = .64) group scored
significantly lower than the_standard DLIFLC (4 = .89) group, t(35) = -3.77,
ja<.01. Scores between the_sections_vithin eAdh gtbdp Were comparable. No
significant differences were found between the SUggestopedia and flexibly-
scheduled (4 = i79)_groups, t-(26)_= 1.71, 1?.05. Again there were no
significant differences_between the Standard DLIFLC and flexibly-scheduIed
groups, t_(25) = 1.53, 1?.05.

The range of scores_for the Speaking_reaUlts (0-1) and the oral interview
scores (0-1) is provided in Appendik J along with the description for each
range (level). AlSO proVided in Appendix .1 is the rating expected for a
language basic course graduate at the DLIFLC.

Prof icienny- Measure

Face-to-Face Oral Interview Scores. The oral intervieW Vas the third
Measure of acadeMiC Performance. It is considered to be a Measure of
conVerSational proficiency only.

The analysis of variance of the oral interview StOrdS indicated no
differences among groups. These results indicatnthatthe aUggestopedia group
had the same level of proficiency after week 10 that the DLIFLC groups had
after 14 and 15 weeks of study.

Summary of Findings

As measures of proficiency were Added to the tests of academic
performance, differences_between the Suggeatopedia and the DLIFLC groups were
reduced. This is demonstrated by a COMparison of differences between the
suggestopedia and DLIFLC group§ On the PAT results (listening, reading,_
speaking) and the similarity ipetween groups on the results from the oral
interviews as shown in Table 4. The reduction in differences between groupa
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as measures of proficiency were increased is further evidenced_by a comparison
of the scores from Table 4 with the achievement scores froM Table 2.
(However, the similarity of oral interview scores among groups is most
probably attributable to the low level of profiCiency attained after_only_ten
or fifteen weeks of study as well as the earlier emphasis suggestopedia places
upon proficiency as compared to the more gradual development of proficiency by
the_two DLIFLC methodologies.) Table 4 also reflects higher reading than
listening scores for all three groups.

Table 4

Means and Standard_Deviations of PAT_Scores Listening,
Reading, and Speaking), and Face-to-Face Oral
InterVieW Scores by Group

Standard DLIFLC Suggestopedia Flexibly-S-chedaloi

SD 14 -SD-

Listening

Readtng

Speaking

jOral Interview

66.23 8.57 58.46 11.44 63.73 9.82

73.47 5.99 66.71 7.89 75.10 7.11

.894 .170 .637 .239 .789 .169

.650 .165 .674 .262 .644 .167

Measures -of -Student Attitudes-

Overall, the attitudinal instruments_failed to discriminate among
groups. Exceptions are noted in the following sections on the weekly attitude
survey and end-of-course questionnaire. Results were generally positive
across groups on each of the three attitude measurement instruments: weekly
attitude survey, pre- and posttest questionnaire, and end-of-course
questionnaire.

A Z score variable transformation of individual student scores was used_to
standardize results from the instruments with different observed scales. _ThiS
procedure involved scales from the weekly attitude survey (weeks 1 thru 10)i
the posttest; and the end-of-course questionnaire. An analysis of variance
found no significant differences between the suggestopedia and standard DLIFLC
groups on a measure combining all attitudinal results, F(1,38) = 0.45,
1?.05. An ANOVA which included the attitudinal measures available from the
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flexibly-scheduled group (i.e., the posttest and end-of-course_questionnaire)
also resulted in no Signifidant differences among groups, 1(2,46) = 0.64,

Weekly_Attitude Surveys. A review of the results frot the Weekly attitude
surVey indicated no differences between the suggestopedia And standard DLIFLC
groups_for weeks one through_ten on measures of stUdent_attitddes about
themselves while in class, and_student_opiniong_abOdt the class. There were
no differences between the_groups on student opinion-6 About_their
ihistrdctor(s) for weeks five_through ten; HosTeVett fOr,weeks one through four
Student opinions from the suggestopedia group abodt their instructor(s) tended
to be more positive than those from the standard DLIFLC group.

Pre- and Posttest Questionnaire-. ReSults Of t-tests found no significant
differences berween_pre and posttest stores fot -either the suggestopedia or
standard DLIFLC group.A_comparison Of pOStteSt scores between the
suggestopedia and standard DLIFLC group:3 &Lk) indicated no significant
differences.

End-of-eourse_Questionnaire. The three groups were compared on results
from four_scaIes designed to_meaSdre attitudes toward key Characteristics
alleged to typify_suggestopedia inStruction: concentration, student-
centeredness, method, and effort_reqdired. There were no differences among
groups on the concentration; student-centeredness, and method scales._
However, there vas a difference among groups on the effort_scale with_the
suggestopedia group indicating a_lower level of effort required in their study
of the target language than the (self-reported) effort required Of the tWo
DLIFLC groups. Results were comparable between the DLIFLC groups.

Two scales_deSigned to Measure anxiety were also evaluated_fOr group
differences. A (Russian) class anxiety scale showed no overall differences
between groups. On a (RUSSian) language use anxiety scale, the suggestopedia
group indicated_greater confidence in their ability to uSe the RuSSian
language than did the two DLIFLC groups.

_Thiere were_no end-of-ocidiSe differences among groups_ot Stales measuring
student attitudes toward learning Russian; motivational_intedgity, desire to
learn Russian, attitddes toward their instructor(s), and attitudeS toward
their (RutSian) course.

On the results from the scale measuring attitudes tOWard the course
materials) the_fle*ibly-scheduled and standard DLIFLC groapa were more
positive toward their course materials than the auggnatopEdiA group.

Stddent Comments. The importance of the teachet Wit clearly demonstrated
adrOss_groups by consistently positive_student cottents. Comments from week
to week addressed the "friendly", "comfortable", and "1006itive" approach of
the_instructor(s). The instructor(s) were often_Singled ont_by_name for
praise_by the students, "...was especially_htlpful on verbs", "....is never
!kiting". _During one period of instructor atidendei the students noted that the
quality of the substitute was much lower and_they wished they had their
inStructor hack as quickly as possible "to that we could learn more".
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Student comments about the methodologies were also noteworthy. During the
first four oV five weeks student comments from the suggestopedia group were
positive and included remarks such as, "I like it", "learning faster and with
confidence", and "activities are creative and enjoyable". After the firSt
four or five weeks the positive attitudes of the suggestopedia group were not
as consistently high as they had been. Self-esteem began to diminish and
students began to want more cousework structure. At weeks nine and ten of the
study, when the suggestopedia group was completing their course of
instruction; student comments became more concerned with their possible
shortcomings in language skill areas such as "writing" and "grammar".

The standard DLIFLC group comments during the first several weeks were
more oriented toward their initial discomfort with the intensity of the
language training; they felt "nervous","uptight","flustered", and a dislike
for the use of "too many instructors". As noted in the "Contrasts Between
Methodologies" section, the suggestopedia group had one teacher per section
whereas the standard DLIFLC sections used an average of four instructors per
day with the primary instructor teaching three of the six hours. The
flexibly-scheduled group, not addressed in this part of the report, used only
two inStructors in a team teaching approach.

During_the course of the_study the standard DLIFLC group became_more
"comfortable", "relaxed", _and had more confidence_in their instruction, as
indicated through the studentS"_perception of_their ability,_and a more
positive attitude toward their_instructors. After the fOurth_or fifth week,
comments centered around materials considered difficult for the Studentil, Such
as "perfect and imperfect verbs".

As a_target of opportunity not originally considered in_the design of the
study,_the flexibly-scheduled group's comments were only solicited after week
ten. (It should be noted that_their acadeMic_performance records were
available and eventually used for evaluation in_ the study.) These comments
were consistently_positive for the five weeks they were measured, weeks 11
thru 15, especially_toward their methodology and instructors. Representative
comments consistently found among the ten students and across the five weeks
were as follows:

"I feel that working in a self-paced group has been
an immense help to me and that because of the
latitude given to the teachers in order to adopt
[adapt] their lessons to us, that we_were able to do
better than we could have otherwise."

"I'm very certain the best results in teaching us
Russian is to keep us as a self-paced group and even
Change the rest of the department to that way of
teaching. We're more comfortable this way and our
teachers know each of our weak points whereas a
different teacher every hour won't even know our
names."

( ) is one of the best teachers I have ever
had, she always tries different methods to help us
learn, and is never bored with teaching.

18
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"( ) is very good too and IA very knoWledgeable
about the customs and Country."

SuilmiaryofFindings. The results indicated that there were no attitudinal
differences among groupso_except as previously noted, during the first four
weeks of attitudes_about instructors on the weekly attitude survey; and on
three scales used in the end7Of-course questionnaire. The similarity of
attitudes across_groups may be a result of their military background and
having the_same daily military requirements. Differences among groups may
also haVe been attenuated because of the similarities in methodologies among
groups as discussed in the section titled; "Description of Instructional
Treatments". The short timeframe of the study may have also precluded more
differences from developing.

The positive attitudes across groups_may have been a direct and/or latent
result of the positive attitudes of the instructors. The instructors'
attitudes may have been positive,_in_turn, not so_muCh_as an_effect of their
methodology but rather the special attention_received_from the adwinistrative
staff and outside observers. This special effect_would_be more likely
sustained over the_shorter 10-15 weeks of the study rather than the total 47
week_course of instruction. Also, better_instructorsi who may naturally
engender positive student attitudes, may have been selected to employ the
various methodologies. The likelihood of_positive instructor attitudes
existing and affecting_the students_is enhanced by the fact that the
suggestopedia and flexibly7scheduled instructors were also shareholders in the
instruction because of_their involvement in the creation and implementation of
their respective methodology.

There were two points of particular interest regarding attitudes of the
suggestopedia group. One was thnt the gradual shift away from the high_
positive attitlides encountered during .ne first four or five weeks may have
been a_resuIt of instructor "burnout" with the suggestopedia methodology in an
intensive learning environment, as well as a result of receiving low scores on
the first achievement test. Student expectations of a more formal Student-
teacher relationship may have had an impact on their attitudes as a result of
the actual more informal, relaxed; and positive approach of the instructor.
As previously noted in the Nethod" chapter, students in the suggestopedia
group were told that grades acquired while in the experiment would not
adversely effect promotion or class standing. However, it is uncertain what
real effect this had on the students. The second point worth noting is that
while suggestopedia student attitudes were not as unifortly positive during
the later weeks of the study they did remain positive while receiving
generally low academic performance_scores._ The standard DLIFLC and flexibly-
scheduled groups had the same_level of poSitive attitudes but also had
generally higher academic performance scores.

The differences among groups at the end of the course may indicate that
suggestopedia's emphasis on the oral skills does have a positive effect on
students comfort with oral communication while the positive attitudes of_ the
DLIFLC groups_may be tempered_by their concerns with the other language_skillS
(i.e.) listening, reading, and speaking). The students' opinions_from the
suggeStopedia group about the lack of effort required is most probably a
result of no requirement to use textbooks and no homework requirements. ThiS
"laCk of effort" perception needs to remain in context with their overall
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poorer academic periormance results as compared to results from the two other
groups.

The more positive attitudes of the flexibly-scheduled and DLIFLC groups
toward their course materials may be a result of the DLIFLC groups having
take-home materials while the suggestopedia group had none.

DLIFLC_OffIre_of_Organizational Effectiveness (OE)_ Assessment of Student
Attitudes

An assessment was conducted_on student attitudes and their_impressions in
the use of their respective methodologies. The format_involved_one or WO
interviewers for groups of students ranging from 5 to 12 Student8 per group.
The overall findings were as follows:

Students experienced high energy_and confidence at
the beginning_of the course [study]. As the course
progressed and more material was presented, the
confidence level rose 0 what_Might be Called A
"Maintenance level" and_seemed to sustain the
student the remainder of the course [study].

The major learning and pedagogical factors
indicated dhat the course content and quality of
instruction.were considered to be excellent. The
suggestopedia methodology was considered to be a
useful means of [sic] a person to obtain a
speaking/listening competency of a foreign language
in a short period of time.

The learning situationi_e.g., music, soft Chairs,
and absence of distractious,_was_not reported by
the students to_have_a direct effect on the
enhaixement jf learning a foreign language.

These concluSions tend to support_the findings stated for_the attitudinal
measurement instruments, especially those from the weekly attitude surveys.
Further detail from this assessment may be found in a separate report by
EdWard6 (1985).
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DISCUSSION

Based upon results fret the tea-Sures of academic performance, the
suggestnledia methedelegy did net accelerate Iearning_when_compared to the tWo
DLIFLC 'ups._ In fatt thetOtparison of gains in language_learning ambhg
groups found_that those Of the dUggestopedia group were significaLtly SS:Caller
than those of the tWo_DLIFLC groups. The results_indicating_a signifidant
difference were fret both the written and oral measures of_the AchieVetent
tests,_and on_tOd of the three measures (reading and speaking) from the
Proficiency Advancement Test (PAT).

Though the suggestopedia group had generally lower scores than the DLIFLC
groups on the measures of academic performance, test results indicated that
there were smaller differences between the suggestopedia and DLIfLC groups as
measures of proficiency were added to the evaluation of student petformance.
This trend is noted by a review of the results from the PAT indicating less
differences between the suggestopedia and DLIFLC groups than were found on
results from the achieI7ement tests. Additionally, the face-to-face oral
interview findings. reflecting measures of proficiency only, showed no
differences among groups. Therefore, the comparatively lower scores of
suggestopedia found on achievement measures during the early stages of
language learning :Alen suggestopedia is emphasizing proficiency and the DLIFLC
groups are emphasizing achievement is not surprising. However, it is
important to note that evaluations of proficiency during the early stages of
language learning may not be able to provide clear discriminations between
methods of instruction because of the low level of proficiency available to
the students.

The combination of findings from this Study,_(i.e., to i-lclude the
positive student attitudes within theatiggentopedia group despite low academic
performance, and their confidence with using the target language), along with
the research in related suggestopedia aread, indicate a potential_use for at
least some of the components found in the suggestopedia method._ Exampled oi
potentially useful components of_sUggeStopedia include the following: the und_
of incidental learning as a teathitg teChnique; the emphasis on relaxatiod Add
a positive attitude toward the target language; and the attempt to immerte the
student: into the target language.

If suggestopedia_were to be used AS dome form of enrichment adjuatt to the
established DLIFLC_er other military language training programs;_it shbUld
probably be used from one to five Week:4. This may be the best time interval
since positive dtudent_attitudes add the instructor energy_required tO
implement a_suggestopedia program seethed tO peak and then diminish_after
approximately_fIve_weeks_ of inteasiVe_application. The effect of inttrUCtOr
energy was reported by_the_suggeStopedia instructors and noted ift_the
Schleicher report_.previously cited. Those compoaents listed in the preVioUS
paragraph that are found useful could be incorporated throughout a course of
instruction.

The evaluation of the flexible-Sdheduling methodology indicates thSt there
can be a time_savings_over a_ceurSe of instruction by the instruCter(S)-close
monitoring and supervision of student progression through a curriculum. The
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time saved may be used for review, for the presentation of new material, or
for early advancement to additional training or a field assignment. Both the
results from measures of academic performance and attitudes indicated that the
positive findings from both measures were sustained over the course of the
study. In fact, an informal followup evaluation of the flexiblyscheduled
group conducted approximately one month later (to determine whether the
1.-ethodology should be continued throughout the 47week course), indicated that
they had maintained their high levels of performance and positive attitudes.

This report is_based opoh findings_which arei_in.parti a result of a
specific_esperimehtal &sigh Characterized by such elements as the time
covered by the studyt_the nopulation_sampled, the sample size, differences in
irstructOrs, and the_inatruMents employed. Conclusions drawn from this report
:Mould not be generalized outside the context of this study.
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PART 1

StitoUlUS
TaSk
Options
Cöntént
No. of Items

PART II

Stimulus
Task
Content_
No. of Items

PART III

Stimulus
Ta,sk

Content
No. of Items

APPENDIX A

WRITTEN COMPONENT (ACHIEVEMENT TESTS)

MODULE 1

LISTENING COMPREHENSION

Twenty Russian sentences spoken on tape.
Seledt 'correct translation of word or phrases in each sentence.
Four_English options.
Vocabulary and grammar from Module 1.
20

DICTATION

Russian sentences spoken twice on tape.
Write.the words that have been_omitted on student s Sheet.
Vocabulary and grammar from Module 1.

TRANSLATION

Written English sentences.
Translate id Writing_each sentence into Russian.
Use of lexical aidS is not permitted.
Vocabulary and grammar from Module 1.
10



MODULE II

PART I DICTATION

Stimulus Russian sentences spoken twice on tape.
TASk Write do4h the sentences in Russian.
Content VoCabulary and grammar from Modules I and II

(emphasis on Mod. II).
No. of Items 7

PART II LISTENING COMPREHENSION

Stimulus Two short Russian passages spoken on tape once.
Task Answer in English in writing questions whiCh are Written in

student's copy of the exam;
Contimt Simple passages based on the vocabulary and grammar of Modules I

and II (emphasis on Mod. II).
No. of Items 8

PART III TRANSLATION

Stimulus- English SentenceS_writteh on student's.sheet.
TaSk Trantlaté in Writing each sentence into Russian.

Use of_lexical aids is not permitted.
Content Vocabulary and grammar from Modules I and II.
No. of ItemS 10



MODULE III

PART I DICTATION

Stimulus Russian sentences spoken twice on tape.
Task Write down the sentences in Russian.
Content Vocabulary and grammar from Modules I-III

(6mph-zit:US on Mod. III).

No. of Items 10

PART II LISTENING COMPREHENSION

Stimulus Two short Russian passages spoken on tape once.
Task_ Answer in English in writing questions which are written

in student's copy of the exam.
Content Simple passages based on the vocabulary and grammar of

Modules I-III (emphasis on Mod. III).
No. of Items 9

PART III TRANSLATION

Stituli English sentences_written on Student's sheet.
Task Translate in writing_each sentence into Russian.

Use of_lexical aids is not perMitted.
Content Vocabulary and grammar from Modulet I=III

(emphaSis on Mod. III).
No. of Items 9
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MODULE IV

PART I DICTATION

Stimulus RUSSiAn Sentences spoken twice Oh tAOe.
Task Write dOWn the sentences in RUSSiAh.
Content VOtabulary and grammar from Module6 I-IV

(emphatiS on Mod. IV).
No. of Items 10

PART II LISTENING COMPREHENSION

Stimulus- TWO Short Russian passages spoken on tape once.Task_ AnSWer in English in writing questions which are
Written in student's copy of the exam.

_Contant SiMple passages based oh thd_vocabulary and grammar of
Modules I-IV (emphasis on Mod. IV).

No. of Items 7

PART III FILL-INS

Stlmulut English words in Ruttish sentences.laak Translate in vriting_each word into Russian.
Use of lexical aids iS not permitted.

-Content Vocabulary and grammar from Module IV.
No. of Items 12

PART IV TRANSLATION

Stitulus Written_Englith_Sentences.
TASk Translate in Writing each sentence intO RuSsian.

Use of lexital Aids is not permitted.
Content Vocabulary And grammar from Modules I-IV

(emphasis on Mod. IV).
No. of Items 10



MODULE V

PART I DICTATION

Stimulus- Russian sentences spoken twice on tape.
Mak Write down the sentences in Russian.
Cod-tett- Vocabulary and grammar from Modules I-V

(emphasis on Mod V).
No. of ItemS 6

PART II LISTEN/NG COMPREHENSION

Stimulus' Short statements in Russian spoken on tape.
Task Select appropriate response to fit the situation.
Options Three English options._
Content Simple situations involving statements based on

Modules (emphasiS on Mod. V).
No. of Items 5

PART III

Stimulus English words in Russian_sentences.
Task Translate in writing each word into_RuSSian.

Use of lexical aids is not permitted.
Content Vocabulary and grammar from Module V.
No. of Items 8

PART IV TRANSLATION

Stimulus Written English sentences.
Task Translate in writing each sentence into Russian.

Use of lexical aids is not permitted.
_Content_ Vocabulary and grammar from Modules I-V

(emphasis on Mod. V).
No. of Items 9



APPENDIX B

ORAL COMPONENT (ACHIEVEMENT TESTS)

MODULE 1

PART I READING

Stimulus Short_passage in Russian (35 words).
TaSk Read the text aloud.
Content Simple_Russian text based on the familiar and unfamiliar

vocabulary.
No. of ItemS 1

PART II SPEARING

Ten information questions asked in Russian by the inStructor.
The questions are baSed on the material from Module 1.



MODULE II

PART I READING

Stimulus Short passage in Rutsian (about 40 words).
Task Read the text aloUd._
Content Simple Russian text based on familiar and unfamiliar

vocabulary.
No. of Items 1

PART II QUESTIONS

Ten information questions asked in Russian by the inatructor.
The questionS are baSed on the material from Module II.

PART III TASK

One task wtitten in English to elicit an oral reaponSe based on the material
of MOdule II.



MODULE III

PART I QUESTIONS

Ten information questions asked in Russian by the instructor.
The questions are based on the material from Module III.

PART II TASKS

TWO role-playing situations written in English to elicit an oral response
baSed on the material of Module III.



MODULE IV

PART I QUESTIONS

Ten information questions atked in Russian by the instructor.
The questions are based on the material from Module IV.

PART II TASK

One task written in English to elicit an oral response based on the material
of Module IV.



NODULE V

PART I QUESTIONS

Ten information questions asked in Russian by the instructor.
The questicns are based on the material from Nodule V.

PART II TASK

One_role-playing situation written in English to elidit an oral rettponSe batted

on the material, of Nodule V.



APPENDIX C

LISTENING COMPREHENSION, PROFICIENCY ADVANCEMENT TEST (I)

1. PART ONE (WORDS AND PHRASES)

Stimulus - Sentences/phrases spoken on tape.
Task - Select correct translation of word or phras s in each level.
Options - Feta English options.
Content - Familiar high frequency expressions, frozen phrases.
No. Of Items - 25
LeVel 7 0+/1

2, PART TWO (SITUATIONAL RESPONSE)

Stimulus 7 Sentences spoken on tape.
Task - Select appropriate response_to fit situation.
Options - Four target language options.
Content - Simple situations involving very Simple statements and
respnses.
No. of Items - 15
Level - 0+/1

PART THREE (GISTING/SHORT PASSAGE)

Stimulus - Sentences or short paragraphs spoken on tape twice.
Task - Select correct summary of passage.
Options - Four English options.
Content - Simple passages reduced te Level 1+/2 wording.
Words in multiple choice options win help furnish context; glosses in
English may be used if absolutely necessary.
No. of Items - 15

Level - 1+/2

4. PART FOUR (FACTUAL QUESTIONS/LONGER PASSAGES)

Stimulus - Four_or five passages -(50-7C words) spoken on tape twice.
Task - Answer six or seven_factural multiple-choice items on each passage.
Options - Four_English options.
Content - Simple passages reduced to Level 2 Wording with very minor
editing; words in multiple Choice eTtions will help furnish context;
glosses may be used_if absolutely necessary.
No. of Items - 2330
Level - 2

Total No. of Items - 85
Range - 0+12
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APPENDIX D

READING COMFREKENSION, PROFICIENCY ADVANCEMENT TEST (I)

1. PART ONE - (SIGNS AND EXPRESSIONS)

Stimulus - Printed signs, frozen/memorized phrases.
Options - rour English options.
Number of Items = 10
Level - 0+

2. PART TWO (VOCABULARY IN CONTEXT)

Stimulus - Short printed sentences_with underlined word.
Task - Choose translation of underlined words.
Options - Four English options.
Context - High frequency/familiar vocabulary in familiar context.
No. of Items - 15
Level - 0+/1

3. PAaT THREE (CONTEXTUAL COMPREHENSION)

Stimulus -.Four short sentences or paragraphs with blanks.
Task - Choose correct form to fill blank.
Options - Four target language options.
Content - High frequency/familiar grammar patterns and forms.
No. of Items - 15
Level - 0+/1

4. PAAT FOUR (QUESTIONS ON PASSAGE/GISTING)

Stimulus - Two/three short passages (45-70 words).
Task - Answer multiple-choice questions (factual summary).
Options - Four English options.
Content - Authentic* passages reduced to Level 1+/2 wording.
Multiple-choice options will help furnish context: glosses in English may
be used if absolutely necessary to furnish context.
No. of Items - 12
Level - 1/1+

*(In_these documents the word "authentic" refers to published written material
in the target language outside the course of inptruction.)

D=1
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5. PART FINE (CLOZE PASSAGE)

Stimulus - Short passage (80-120 words) with paraphra6d.
Task - Selett options to restore passage.
Options - 374 symbols, 12-16 deletions, 10-15 optionS_under each symbol.
Content - Simple authentic passage with very little editing; paraphrase
Will be Utted to furnish context.
GlOsses_in English may be used if absolutely neceSsary to furnish context.
No. Of Items - 16
Level - 1+12

6. PART SIX (INFORMATION IDENTIFICAIION)

Stimulus - Short passage (125-150 words) with Und60.ined words and
phrases.
Task - Select multiple-choice option that tranalates underlined portion.
Options - 4 multiple-choice.
Content - Simple authentic passage wish very little editing; glosses in
English may be used if absolutely nedeaSary to furnish context.
No. of Items - 17
Level - 1+12

Total No. of Items - 85
Lelrel Range - 0+/2
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APPENDIX E

SPEAKING COMPONENT, PROFICIENCY ADVANCEMENT TEST (I)

1. PART ONE

Three information questions designed to elicit speech at levels 0+
through 1.

2. PART TWO

Two role7playing sitnatf,ons designed to elicit Speech at leveld
through 1.



APPENDIX F

WEEKLY ATTITUDE SURVEY INSTRUMENT name

Privac_T Act_Statement
SSAN

You are being asked to complete this questionnaire as part of a research
effort which seeks to find ways of improving both teaching and learning at
DLIFLC. Disclosure of requested information is solicited under the authority
of Title 10, United States Code 3012, Executive Order 9397, and Army Regulation
600=2, and is voluntary. Failure to provide name or SSAN may result in
misidentification and thus jeopardize the findings and conclusions of this
study, with possible negative impact on the Defense Foreign Language Program
as a Whole.

Your answers to all questions Will be held in strict confidence, and_your
name and_SSAN_are requested only so that your answers can be associated with
other information that is essential to this research effort and_is contained in
your official records and training files._ Neither your instructors nor_your
superior officers nor anyone else Other than the researchers will be able to
associate your identity with_your responses on this_questionnaire, and even
the researchers Will use_assigned nuMbers to refer to your questionnaire data
and to all other information that_is collected as part_of this research.
Student responses will be reported only as aggregates (e.g., "20% of the StUdenta
thought that....") or as anonymous individuals (e.g.i "one Student commented
that....).

In order for the results to --se meaningful, it is important that your
answers be_accurate_ and frank as possible. Also, the usefulness of your
questionnaire will be lessened to the extent that you do not answer each item.
Therefore, you are urged to answer all items unless it is very important to
you personally to omit certain ones, in which case you may omit them and go on
to the others. If you have questions about any items, please raise your hand
for assistance.



oua.A.4.;1. LAnz.L.I.cleuLlalluy will ae maintained.

For eath pair Of words place an "x" in the space_that betit reflects what you
feel aftd hOW Strongly you feel about the idea conveyed by &Leh Word-pair.

Using the word-pairs below, describe your actual feelings While in this
class (that is, describe yourself while in class) during the past week:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

comfortable : : : : : UntoMfortable
attentive : : : restless'
uncertain : : : __: toafideat
positive

: : : : negative
relaxed : : :____ uptight
trusting : : : : &Aided
bored : : : : : stimulated
insignificant

: : Significant
happy :

: unhappy
calm

flustered
sthatt

: : : stupid
depressed : : : : : excited

F=2



Use the following set_of word-pairs to describe your opinions about the
class during the pest week.

liked

interested

easy

dreided

tedious

positive

=11

1111.

disliked

bored

hied

enjoyed

fascinating

negative

Use the following word-pairs to describe your opinions about your
instructor(*) during the past week.

Competent .
. incompetent: .

caring : : : insensitive

unsure 1 : confident.
. A

d.,i..il . : : : : exciting

uncomfortable relexed

treative 4 uncreative

Any other comments you would like to Mike?



APPENDIX G

PRETEST AND POSTTEST QUESTIONNAIRE

Privacy Act Statement

name

SSAN

You are being asked to complete this questionnaire as part of a research
effort which seeks to find ways of improving both teaching and learning at
DLIFLC. Disclosure of requested information is solicited under the authority
of Title 10, United States Code 3012, Executive Order 9391, and Army Regulation
600-2, and is voluntary. Failure to provide name or SSAN may result in
misidentification and thus jeopardize the findings and conclusions of this
study, with possible negative impact on the Defense Foreign Language Program as
a whole.

Your answers to all questions will be held in strict confidence, and your
name and SSAN are requested only so that your answers can be associated with
other information that is essential to this research effort and is contained in
your official records and training files. Neither your instructors nor your
superior officers nor anyone else other than the researchers will be able to
associate your identity with your responses on this questionnaire, and even the
researchers will use assigned numbers to refer to your questionnaire data and
to all other information that is collected as part of this research. Student
responses will be reported only as aggregates (e.g., "20% of the students
thought that....") or as anonymous individuals (e.g., "one student commented
that..i.").

In order for the results to be meaningful, it is important that your
answers be accurate and frank as possible. Also, the usefulness of your
questionnaire will be lessened to the extent that you do not answer each item.
Therefore, you are urged to answer all iters unless it is very important to you
personally to omit certain ones, in which case you ma:r omit them and go on to
the others. If you have questions about any items, piease raise your hand for
assistance.



PART A

The following statements are about potential advantages of learning_Russian.
Howeverj_you may not agree.that a given statement hat; any relevance to 7_0U
pen:tonally. For example:

"I like having the opportunity tO learn Russian because I will be
able to read Russian literature in the original."

If reading Russian literature is totally itteleVant to you, and you can't
imagine vby anyone would want to; you would write_l for Strongly disagreei_ On
the Other hand if reading Russian literature in the original is one of_your
most important reasons for learning Russian,_yOU WoUld write 6 for strongly
agree. Of coursei_your response to this statement may lie somewhere between
thobe two extremes; in that case, you Would Write 2, 3, 4, or 5.

-Agree
Strongly

6

I like having

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

Agree
ModerateW

5

Agree_ Disagree
Slightly

3

Disagree
Moderately

Disagree
Strongly

1

the opportunity to learn Rudsian because it

help me get a job after I have completed my military service.

increase my ability to influence others.

enable me to better understand Russian culture.

make me a better educated persono

give me an edge in competing with others.

advance my military career.

enable me to get to know Russians.

help me understand what Russians really want.

make me appear more cultured.

enable me to meet and converse with a greater variety of people.

help me earn a college degree.

enable me to interact socially with Russians.

help me get the kineof job I Want in the military .

help me protect my interests in dealing with Russians.

help me qualify for additional training in the military.

make me more attractive to future employers.



PART B

This part of the questionnaire asks you to_indicate how much you agree or
disagree With a_series of_statements about foreign languages in general. Your
opinions or feelinga may lead you to agree with some statements_and disagree
With others. There are no right or wrong answers--just your point of view.

REMEMBER: 1. It is your honest opinion that is being requested, and
your responses will be treated with strict confidentiality.

2. Mark each staAement according to your first impression;
it is not necessary to take a lot of time for any one
question.

Please read each statement carefully and write in the number that best describes
your response.

_Agree Agree Agree Disagree Disagree Disagree
Strongly Moderately Slightly Moderately Strongly

5 4 3 2 1

1. I would really like to learn many languages.

2. When I see a foreign film, I would rather hear the sound track
in_DlgliSh than to hear the original language and see English
subtitles.

3. Foreign languages sound like gibberish to me.

4. Knowing foreign languages can help one convey many feelings and
ideas that are not easily expressed in English;

I wish I could speak several languages fluently.

6. If I planned to live in another country, and I thought I could
get along in English, I would not make such effort to learn the
language.

7. I really have little interest in foreign languages.

8. I often wish I could read newspapers and magazines in many
languages.

9; I -crljoy meeting and listening to people who speak other languages.

10. Studying a foreign language is not a pleasant experience.



NAME

DATE

APPENDIX H

END=OF=COURSE QUESTIONNAIRE

Now that the tethodS coMparison experiment in which you have been
participating haS cane to A close, we would like to ask you to help us evaluate

it.

You are being asked to complete this questionnaire as part of a research

effort which seek6 to find ways to improving both teaching and learning here at

DLI. Your anSwers to all questions will be treated in strict confidence. We

a5k for your name only to associate your responses on this questionnaire with

other information of importance to our rr.search. We will immediately assign
numbers to your quedtionnaire and all other information we collect and only the

numberS will be uSed in our analysis. Neither your instructors nor anyone
else at DLI or in the military will have access to any of these questionnaire

responses except SA aggregated in research findings (e.g., "20% of the students

felt that....). The researchers will be the only persons who will see the
questionnaire with your name on it.

Fot the results to be meaningful- it is important that you be ae accurate
_

and ELS frank_aS poSsible in your answers. If you_do not want to answer any
partidUlat itess, you do not have to. However;_you should realize that the
usefulneSS_ Of yOut questionnaire vill be lessened to the extent that you do not

answer eadh iteM. We, therefore, urge_you to answer all items unless it is
important to yott perSonally to omit certain ones. I you have difficnities or
qUeStions about any one of the items, please raise your hand and someone Will

come to your assistance.

Thank you very much for your cooperation.

H-1
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section

For each of the following_statements, indicate the number from the following
Scale which best represents your reaction to the Statement.

Disagree
Strongly

1

Disagree Disagree

Slightly-
2 3

Agree
Slightly

4

Agree

5

Agree
Strongly

6

1. I enjoyed participating in cla88.

2. I found that the course required extraordinary effort on my part.
3. My mind often wandered when I Vab in class.

4. If I had it to do over again, I would avoid studying Russian.
5. 1 did not get anxious when I had to respond in class.

6. I would feel calm and sure of myself if I had to order a meal in
Russian.

T. I would have preferred another method of teaching this course.

8. I Often felt uncomfol7tab1e in class;

9. If ever I,should run into a group_bf people speaking Russian,
I would feel relaxed in jOihitig the:M.

10; I found the instructors responsive to my particular learning
needs.

11. Most things we learn in RuSbian are interesting.

12. I really couldn't understand people who got uptight about using
Russian in class.

13. It was easy to remain attentive in this class.

14. So far, I have found this program easier than I expected.

15. I really enjoy learning Russian.

16. I would feel uncomfortable speaking Russian in any real-world
situation.

17. My inStructor(s)
this course.

18. I never felt qui

19. I learn more whe

20. In all honesty,
Russian.

ThiS was one of21;

22.

23.

seemed genuinely interested in my progress in

te sure of myself When I Wat Speaking in class.

n other teaching methods are used.

I -.:ould rather do altObt anything that study

the most demanding courses I have ever taken.

I felt confident when active participation took place in class.

I Wbuld feel comfortable speaking Russian in an informal
gathering where both English and Russian speaking persons were
present.

2 . I plan to continue my etudy of RuSSian after I complete this
course.

H-2
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Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Agree Agree

Stnna Slightly Slightly S-Grongly

1 2 3 4 5 6

25. When_in classi_I was completely absorbed in what was going on
in the classroom.

26. To be honest, I hate Russian.

27. My instructors were adequately sensitive to the problems of a
beginning student.

28. I often dreaded going to class.

29. I am sure I would get nervous if I had to speak RusSidn to a

sales clerk.

30, Learning Russian takes so long, the attempt does not seem
worthwhile.

31. It embarrassed me to volunteer answers in class.

32. I usually had plenty of time to complete all class assignments.

33. I would feel confident and relaxed if I had to ask street
directions in Russian.

34. I am glad to have the opportunity to learn Russian.

35. My instructor(s) seemed determined to cover specified material
regardless of student readiness.

36. 1 often had difficulty keeping my attention focused on class-
room activities.

37. I think learning Russian is boring.

38. It bothered me that the other students spoke Russian in class
better than I did.

39. I would get flustered if it were necessary to speak Russian
when making a telephone call.

40. I would recommend that this course always be taught using this

method.

41. Making a hotel reservation in Russian would bother me.

42. The satisfaction of learning Russian makes the effort worthwhile.

43. I was generally relaxed in class.

44. This course seemed better geared to the way I learn than other

courses I have taken.
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Section II

Please anSwer each of the following items by circling the letter of the
completion which appears to be most applicable to you. Please be as frank and
accurate as potaible; the proper evaluation of thia experiment depends upon it.

45. During off=duty hours, I thought about what I had learned in my Russian
class....

ai very frequently
b. seldom or never
c. once in a while

46. When I had a problem understanding something we were learning in Russianclass, I would usually...

a. ask the instructor for help
b. seek help only just before the exam
c. just forget about it

47. When working on assignments, I usually....

a. put some effort into them, but not as much_as I could
b. worked very carefully, making sure I understand everything
c. did as little as possible
d. [Not applicablewe had no assignments.]

4 . Considering how I studied Russian, I can honettly say that I....
a. did as much work as the next person
b. will pass on the basis of sheer luck or intelligence, because I did

very little work
c. worked very hard to learn RuSsian
d. [Not applicable--we were not required to study outside of clasa.]

49. If my inttructor wanteu nomeone to do an extra Russian asegament, I
would....

a. definitely not volunteer
b. definitely volunteer
c. do it only if the inStructor asked me directly
d. [Not applicable--we had no assignments.]

. After I got my Russian assignments back, I usually....
a. reviewed them, correcting my mistakes
b. just put them aside and Went on
c. looked them over, but didn't bother correcting mistakes
d. [Not applicable--we had no assignments.]

51. When I was in Ruatian class, I....

a. volunteered answers as much as possible
b. answered only the easier queations
c. hardly ever said anything

52. When there was an event involving Russian language or culture, I usuallwent....

a. even if I had to pay
b. only if it was free or subsidized
c. orly if required to do so

H-4
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53. I made a point of talking to my instructors outside of class....

a. only if I was having difficulty understanding something
b. to learn as much as I could
c; not at all

54. I used the Russian materials in the Learning Resources Center (films,

tapes, etc.)....

a; regularly
b. seldom or never
c. once in a while

55. If I thought by_staying in the military I had a good chance to take
intermediate and advanced Russian....

a; 1 would definitely go for it
b. it would make no difference in my plans
c. I would get out as soon as possible

56. I want to learn enough Russian....

a. to get through the course
b. to be really fluent
c. to do my job satisfactorily

57. The amount of Russian I have learned so far....

a. ir enough to turn me off completely
b. is satisfactory; I can get by with it
c. has just whetted my appetite for more

58. The further along I go in my Russian studies, the more

a. wish 1 had started long ago
ba want to keep on going with it
c. wish it were all over

1

59. During Russian class, I would like....

al to have a combination of Russian and Enii: spoken
b. to have as much English as possible spoken
co to have only Russian spoken

60. If I had the opportunity to speak Russian outsi& ! I would....

ai never speak it
b. speak Russian most of the time, using English .i really nc73ssary

c. speak it occasionally

61. If it were strictly up to me whether or not to learn Ru.:aan, 1....

a. would definitely take it
b. would not take it
c, don't know whether I would take it or not

62. I find studying Russian....

a. not interesting at all
b. as interesting as moSt other subjects I've ac.udied

ic. especially nteresting

H-5



63. If I had the opportunit:i I would Watch Russian TV and listen to Ru8Sian
radio....

a. sometimes
b. as often as possible
c. never

6 . If they were available, I would read Russian magazines and newspapera....
a. as_often as I could
b. seldom or never
c. not very often

Section III

The goblet; that Zollow attempt to capture your_overall_impressions of the
instructors, course materials, and course in general, to_ which_ you have just
been exposed. _You Vill_be asked to rate each of these three_thinga on a series
of scales, each of which consists of a pair of words expressing opposites with
seven spaces in betWeen. For example, assume you are rating the course on this
scale:

hard
1 2 3 4 5 6

easy

If you place an "x" in the "1" position, it means that you found this course
to be extremely hard; an "x" in the "T" position would mean you found it ex-
tremely easy. Positions 2-3 and 5-6 are used to indicate gradations of these
opinions, and position 4 indicates that you found the course neither hard nor
easy, but somewhere in the "average" range.

In answering this part_ Of the questionnaire; please work quiCkIy and do
not stop to think about each Scale. It is your immediate impressiona in whichwe are interested.

A. INSTRUCTOR(S)

For each pair of wordg_oa thiS adale, place an "x" in the poSition WhiCh
best fits your impression of your .trimary_ir:trnetorta_Y.

3 4 6 T

efficient

insensitive

cheerful

competent

insincere

unapproachable

pleasant

trusting

incapable

tedious
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inefficient

sensitive

.Leerless

incompetent

sl.-n;ere

appro&chable

unpIco.nant

suspici-eas

capcble

fascinating



friendly . : unfriendly

exciting : : dull

organized : : : : disorganized

unreliable : : : : reliable

unimaginative : : : imaginative

impatient : : _ patient

polite : impolite

colorful colozless

unintelligent : : intelligent

good bad

industrious : : unindustrious

boning : : : interesting

de-,endable undependable

disinterested : : : : interested

inconsiderate considerate

B. COURSE MATERIALS

For each pair of words on this scale, place an "x" in 1.1e position which
best fits your impression of tho crwirse materials you used.

1 2 3 4 5 7

important

meaningless

dull

interesting

organized

valuable

confusing

hard

natural

ixrelevant

clear

useful

unimportant

: meaningful

stimnlating

. : boring

: : : : : disorganized

worthless

: : coherent

: easy

: : : : artificial

-:_ : relevant

unintelligible

: useless



For each pair of words on this scale, place an "x" in the position which
best fits your impression of the course as a whole as you experienced it during
the weeks in which the experiment was in progress.

1 2 3 4 5

meaningful : : meaningless

enjoyable : : : _: unenjoyable

monotonous : : absorbing

effortless
: hard

awful : : nice

interesting : : : : boring

good : : : : bad

simple : : : : : complicated

disagreeable : : agreeable

fascinating : : : : : tedious

worthless : : : valuable

necessary : : unnecessary

appealing : unappealing

useless useful

elementary : : complex

pleasurable : : : painful

educational : : noneducational

unrewarding : : : : : rewarding

difficult : : : easy

satisfying : : unsatisfying

unimportant : : important

pleasant : : : : : unpleasant

exciting : : : _1 dull

clear : confusing

colorful : _ _: colorless

THANK Y0U FOR ALL YOUR COOPERATION!



APPENDIX I

SCRIPT FOR STUDENT ORIENTATION ON EXPERIMENT

Some of you may wonder how a particular method of teaching or training is
approved and authorized. Since DLI is responsible for conducting language
training, developing course materials for use here and in the field,
developing tests for use aere and throughout DOD (proficiency tests and
aptitude tests--DLPT/DLAB), for language training standards and for research
in_Foreign_Language (FL) training, we constantly need to evaluate these
effurts and attempt to improve them.

Newly developed materials and tests, for example; are validated by
actually ustng them:with student groups, then by analyzing and studying the
results. Sunsequently, any revisions which may be needed are made in an
effort to continue improving our courses and the general training provided at
DLIFLC. We also ask students for_their opinions and attitudes at various time
through_questionnaires and _interviews._ All this is again part of our
continuing effort to provide the best language training possible for DLI
students.

The DLI staff, in cooperation with the Army Soldier Support_Center and the
Army Research Institute, has_a plan_to try out tWo kinds of methods of
teaching Russian with your_class. We plan to try these out with four of the
sections of this_class. With 10 students per sections, we will use method "A"
in two sections for a total of 20 students. With two other sections_or a
total of 20 students, we will use method "B". This_study will only last
during the first term of the Basic Course or approximately_15 weeks. At that
time a Proficiency Advancement Test (PAT I) is given to all students anyway.
AII students are expected to pass PAT I before moving on to Term II.

Both groups will cover essentially the same amount of material that is
covered by all students in Term I of the Basic Coursei_except that there_will
be differences in what goes on in the_classroom. The learning and teaching in
two of these sections using met:hod "A" will be somewhat different than the
learning and teaching in the tvs sections normally used in DLI classes._ Two
other sections will follow the normal DLI pattern of teaching and learning
(Method "B") except that records kept on all four groups will be analyzed and
compared in much more detail. Also, there may be somewhat_more attention
given to observations of the classroom activities and to the progress
individual students are making. There will not be any extra work of any kind,
so the same amount of effort will be expected anyway for students in All
sections.

The Army is fully behind this study and expects service members to apply
themselves by learning Russian as their basic duty regardless of which section
they may be assigned to. Normal assignments to sections in DLI Basic Courses
is controlled by the language department chairpersons and their supervisors.
We do not make up sections artificially by putting an the people with high
scores on tests such as DLAB'and/or ASVAB in one section and all the low
scorers in another. Rather we normally seek balanced grouping in ail
sections, so there is no special advantage in being in one section over being
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in another one. For example, we prefer to have the Same ratio Of males and
femaleS in all sections.

Once you are assigned to one_of these four SettiOna, you are expected_to
retain in it just as ali_students assigned to ahy Sections are expected to
remain with their sectAon until such time ait there may be an administrative
reason for recombiniug sections. This_Wbuld hbt normally happen_until after
15 weeks anyway. We assume that_yOU Will put your best efforts into learning
Russian regardless of which sectiOn yOu are aseigned to and without favor to
one supervisor over another or One set of instructors over another.

You should be aware that proponents for method "A" claim that people learn
much faster when it is_used. _ThiS iS not necessarily unusual, since__
proponents for_innovative methioda_AlMOSt always make such_claims. DLIs
purpose_is to_give_a fair thande ftir_method "A" to be fully evaluated in
comparison with DLI-a_standatd iii-0--rhad of teaching. Incidentally, DLI'd
standard_method also has many inhovatit-: ;:eatures, especially_SinCe_the entire
course, including materials and tests, is quite_new and is still SubjeCt to
some revision. SO jiiSt consider that the normal mode for all DLI Settions is
not cast in concrete but rather is still open to Change_as_we never stop
seeking to improve all of_olir training materials and methods So that our
students can learn more effeCtively and efficiently.

If any of you think you will feel uncomfortable by being in one of the
four sections r.lkstined to be given more evaluation, please say so now. Once
we make assignments to sections we do not expect to make changes.

Are there any uestions?



APPENDIX J

DESCRIPTIONS AND RATINGS

Table J-1. Ratings for the Speaking Portion of the PAT; and for the
(Face-to-Face) Oral Interviews

RAW Converted

Range of the

loW

high

= 0.0
0.2
0.4

results from low 0.6
the eXPeriment 0.7

high 0.8

low = 1.0
1 1.2

high 1.4

low = 1.6
Levsl expected 1+ 1.7

for_the Russian high 1.8
Basic Course
(RBC) graduate low = 2.0
after 47 wks 22

high 2.4

low = 2.6
2.7

high 2.8

low = 3.0
3.2

high 3.4

lot,/ 3.6
3+ 3.7

high 3.8

loW = 4.0
4.2

high 4.4

low = 4.6
4.7

high 4.8

low 5.0
5 5.2
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INTERAGENCY LANGUAGE ROUNDTABLE
LANGUAGE SKILL LEVEL DESCRIPTIONS

FOR SPEAKING (PAT) AND ORAL INTERVIEW RATINGS

Prefade

The following proficiency level descriptions
Charatterize spoken language use. Each of the Six
"base levelS" (coded 00. 10,20, 30, 40, and 50)
implies control of any _previoUs "base level's"
functions and accuracy. The piuS léVét"
designation (coded 06, 16; 26; etc.) will be
assigned when proficiency substantially exceeds
one base skill level and does not fully meet the
criteria for the next "base level." Thel'plus laver
descriptions are tharefore supplementary to tne
"base level" descriptions.

A Skill levz-.1 is assigned to a person thrOugh ar
authorized language examination; Examiners
assign a level on a variety cif performancer Ater
exemplified in the descriptive statemen'.
Therefore, the examples given here illustrate, t
do not exhaustiVely describe; either the skilis
person may possess or sitUatiOns in which hek
May function effectively.

Statements describing accuracy refer to tical
stages in the developMent of competence in the
most commonly taught lanspiag_eS in formal
training programs. In other languages, emerging
competenueprallelt these characterizations,
but often with different details.

Unless otherwise Specified, 1he term "native
speaker" refers to native speakers of a standard
dialect.

"Well-edUCated," in the context of these
proficiency descriptions, does not necessarily
irriply formal higher education._HoWeVer; in
CUltUres where formal higher education iS
common, the language-use abilities of persons
who have had such educatiOn it Considered theStandard. That is; such a person Meett
contemporary expectations for the formal,
careful style of the language, as well as a range of
less formal varieties of the language.

Level 0 (No Proficiency)

Unable to fUnction in the spoken lanctuage.
Oral production it limited to occasional isolated
words. Has essentially no communicative ability.
(Hat been coded S-0 in some nonautomated
applications.) [Computer Code 061

Level Of (Memorized Proficiency)

Able to satisfy immediate needs using
rehearsed utterances._ ShoWS little real autonomy
Of expression, flexibility; or spontaneity. Can ask
questionS or make statements with reasonable

acturacy only with memorized utterances or
formulae. Attempts at creating speech are usually
unsuccessful. .

Examples: The individuart Vecabulary is
Usually limited to areas of immediate surviVal
needs. Most utterances are telegraphic; that is,
functors (linking wordS, Markers, and the like) are
omitted confused; or distorted. An indiVidual can
usually differentiate most significant Sbundt
when produced in iteration; but, when combined
in words _or groups of words, errota may be
frequent Even with repetition; communicatiOn is
seve.rely limited even with people used to dealing
with fr,reigners. Stress, intonation tone, etc: are
Us: tally quite faulty. (Has been coded S-04- in

irnC nonautomated applications. i [Computer
Code 06]

LeVel 1 (Elethentary Proficiency)

Able to satisfy minimum court4eyrequirementsend maintain vary simple face=tOrfaco
conversations on laminar topics; A nativespeaker
must often uSe SloWed Speech, repetition,
paraphrase; or a combination Of these to be
understood by this individual. Similarly, the
native Speaker MUM Strain and employ real-wOrldknowledge to understand even simple
Statements/questions from this individual. This
speaker has a functional, but limitedproficienCy.
Misunderstandings are frequent, but the
individual is able to ask for held and to verify
comprehension of native speech in faCET-te=face
interaction. The individual is unable to prodUte
continuous discourte except with rehearsedmaterial.

Examples: Structural accuracy ic likely to be
randOM cir severely limited. Time _conceptt are
vague. Vocabulary it inaccurate, and its range iS
very narrow. The individual Often speaks with
great difficulty. By repeating, such speakeis can
make themselves understood to native speakers
who are in regular 0:intact with foreigners butthere is little precision in the information
conveyed. Needs experience, or training may
vary greatly frOM individual to individual; forexample; speakers at thit level may have
encountered quite different vocabularY areas.However, the individual can typically satisfy
predictable simple, personal and acconr nodation
needs;_cangenerally meet courtesy, iri:riduction,and identification requirernents; exchangegreetings; elicit and provide, for example,predictable and skeletal biographical
information. He/she might give information about
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business hours, explain routine procedures in a
limited way, and state in a simple manner what
actions will be taken. He/she is able to formulate
some questions even in languages with
complicated question constructions. Almost
every utterance may be characterized by
structural errors and errors in basic grammatical
relations. Vocabulary is extremely limited and
characteristically does not include modifiers.
Pronunciation, stress, and intonation are
generally poor, often heavily influenced by
another language. Use of structure and
vocabulary is highly imprecisP (Has been coded
S-1 in some nonautomated applications.)
[Computer Code 10]

Level 1+ (Elementary Proficiency, Plus)

Can initiate and maintain predictable face-to-
face conversations and satisfy limited social
demands. He/she may, however, have little
understanding of the social conventions of
conversation. The interlocutor is generally
required to strain and employ real-world
knowledge to understand even some 'simple
speech. The speaker at this level may hesitate and
may have to change subjects due to lack of
language resources. Range and control of the
language are limited. Speech largely consists of a
series of short, discrete utterances.

Examples: The individual is able to satisfy most
travel end accommodation needs and a limited
range of sobial demands beyond exchange of
skeletal biographic information. Speaking ability
may extend beyond immediate survival needs.
Accuracy in basic grammatical relations is
evident, although not consistent. May exhibit the
more common forms of verb tenses, for example,
but may makr, frequent errors in formation and
selection. While some structures are established,
errors occur in more complex patterns. The
individual typically cannot sustain coherent
structures in longer utterances or unfamiliar
situations. Ability to describe and give _precise
information is limited. Person, space, and time
references are often used incorrectly.
Pronunciation is understandable to natives used
to dealing with foreigners. Can combine most
significant sounds with reasonable comprehen-
aibility, but has difficulty in producing certain
sounds in certain positions or in certain
combinations. Speech will usually be labored.
Frequently has to repeat utterances to be
understood by the general public. (Has been
coded S-1+ in some nonautomee.ed applications.)
[Computer Code 16]

Level 2 (Limited Working Proficiency)

Able to satisfy routine social demands and
limited work requirements. Can handle routine
work-related Interactions that are limited in
scope. In more complex and sophisticated work-
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related tasks, lan_guage usagegenerally disturb:
the native speaker. Cart handle with confidence
but not with facility, most normal, high-frequenq
social conversational situations includin5
extensive, but casual conversations about curren
events, as weH as work, family, anc
autobiographical information. The individual car
get the gist of most everyday conversations bu
has some difficulty understanding native
speakers in situations that require specialized oi
sophisticated knowledge. The individual',
utterances are minimalh, cohesive: Linguistic
structure is usually not very elaborate and no
thoroughly controlled; errors are frequent
Vocabulary use is appropriate for high-frequenc
utterances, but unusual or imprecise elsewhere

Examples: While these interactions will veil
widely from individual to individual, the Individua
can typically ask and answer predictable
questions in the workplace and give
straightforward , .structions to subordinates
Additionally; the '.irlividual can participate in
personal and accommodation-type interactions
with elaboration and facility; that is, can give and
understand complicated, detailed, and extensive
directions and make non-routine changes in
travel and accommodation arrangements. Simple
structures and basic grammatical relations are
typically controlled; however, there are areas ol
weakness. In the commonly taught languages,
these may be simple markings such as plurals,
articles; linking words, and 'negatives or more
complex structures such as tense/aspect usage,
case morphology, passive constructions, word
order, and embedding. (Has been cods:1 S-2 in
some nonautomated applications.) [C:mputer
Code 20]

Level 2+ (Limited Working Proficiency, Plus)

Able to satisfy most work requirements with
language usage that is often, but not always,
acceptable and effeetive. The individual shows
considerable ability to communicate effectively
on topics relating to particular interests and
special fields of competence. Often shows a high
degree of fluency and ease of speech, yet when
under tension or pressure, the ability to use the
language effectively may deteriorate.
Comprehension of normal native speech is
typically nearly complete. The individual may
miss cultural and local references and may
require a native speaker to adjust to his/her
limitations in some ways. Native speakers often
perceive the individual's speech to contain
awkward or inaccurate phrasing of ideas,
mistaken time, space, and person references, or
to be in some way inappropriate, if not strictly
incorrect.

Examples: Typically the individual can
participate in most social; formal, and informal
interactions; but limitations either in range of
contexts, types of tasks, or level of accuracy



liinder effectiveness. The indiVidual may be ill at
ease with the use of the language either in Social
interaCtion or in speaking at length in
professional contexts. He/ehe is generally strong
in either structural precision or vocabUlary, but
nOt in both. Weakness or unevennees in one of the
foregoing,_ or in pronunciation, occasionally
results in miscommunication. Notnially Controls,
btit cannot_always easily produce general
vocabulary. Discourse is often incohesive. (Has
been coded S-2+ in some nonautomated
apOlications.) [Computer Cede 26]

Level 3 (General Professional Proficiency)

Able tO r6ak the language with sufficient
struclu: al fiz,v:uracy and vocabulary to participate
effectivc.',.: In most formal and int -Orme,'
tOrivwrsat%ons on practical, social, and
prci:_vAl.,ial topics. Nevertheleee, the individual's
limitations generally restrict the profeetiOnal
COnteXte of language use to matters of shared
knowledge and/or international convention;
Discourse is cohesive. Th, Indic/id Ual Uses the
language acceptably; but with some noticeable
imperfectione; yet, effort: t.::Y.uall*: never interfere
with understandiK and itrely ctletUrb the nave
Speaker. The individual can eliwct.,.fely cOMb)he
structUre and vocabulaty to t7.:-.vey his/ner
meaning accurately. The indiVidual speaks
readily and fills pauses suitably. In face=to=face
COnVertation with natives speaking the standard
dialect at a normal rate of speech; comprehenaion
is quite gnmplete. AlMough_cUltural references;
prOVerbs, and _the implications of nuances and
idiom may_not be fully understoodi_the individual
can easily repe7 the conversation. PrOntinciation
may be obviously foTaign. Individiial sounde are
accurate; but stress; intanation, and pitch control
may be faulty.

Examples: Can typisally disctiSe particillar
interette and special fields of competence with
reasonable ease. Can use the language as part of
normal professional duties such as answering
ObjectiOns,clarifying points; justifyingdecisione,
understanding the essence of challenges, stating
and defending policy, conducting Meetings;
deliVering briefings, or other extended arid
elabOrate informative monologues. Can reliably
elicit information and informed opinion from
native speakers. Structural inaccUracy it rarely
the Major cause of misunderstanding, Use Of
structural devices is flexible and elaborate.
Without searching for words or phraSes;_ the
IndiVidual uses the language clearly and relatively
naturally to elaborate concepts freely and make
ideas easily understandable to_natiVe speakers.
Ere Ors occur in low-frequency and highly
complex Structures. (Has been coded 5-3 in some
nonautomated applications.) [Computer Code
30]
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Level 3+ (General Professional Proficiency,
Plus)

Is often able to use the !swage to satisfy
professional needs in a wide range of
sophisticated and demanding tasks.

Examples: Despite obvious strengths, may
exhibit some hesitancy, uncertainty, effort, or
errors which limit the range of language-use tasks
that can be reliably performed. Typically there is
particular strength in fluency and one or more,
but not all, of the folloWing: breadth of lexicon,
including low- and medium=frequency items,
especially socio-linguistic/cultural references
and nuances of _close synonyms; structural
precision, with sophisticated features that are
readily, accurately, and appropriately controlled
(sucn as complex modification and embedding in
Indo-European languagae); discourse
competence in a wide range of contexts and
tasks, often matching a native speaker's strategic
and organizational abilities and expectations.
Occasional patterned errors occUr in low
frequency and highly-complex structures. (Has
been coded S-3+ in some nonautomated
applications.) [Computer Code 36]

Level 4 (Advanced Professional Proficiency)

Able to use the language fluently and
accurately On all levels-normally pertinent to
professional needs. The incliVidiull's ianguage
Usage and abilfty to function are fully sUCCeeeful.
Organizes discourse well, using appropriate
rhetorical speech deVices, native cultural
references, and understanding. Langtiage ability
only rarely hinders him/her in performing any
task requiriniVanguage; yet, the individual would
seldom be perceived as a natiVe. Speaks
effOrtlessly and smoothly and is able to use the
language with a high degree of effectiveness,
reliability, and precision tor all representational
purposes within the range of persOnal end
professional experience and scope of
reeponsibilities. Can SONO de an informal
interpreter in a range of unpredittable
ciretimstances. Can perform extensive,
sophisticated language tatka, encompassing
most matters of interest to well-TN:Waited native
Speakers, including tasks which dn not bear
directly on a professional specialty;

Examples: Can discuss n detail concepts
Which are fundamentally different from thOSe Of
the tartlet culture and make those concepts clear
and accessible to the natiVe Speaker. Similarly;
the individual can understand the detalla and
ramificatiOns of concepts that are culturally or
conceptually different from hie/herown; Can set
the tone of interpersonal official, eentkiffiCial,
and non-profeselonal verbal exchanges; with a
representative range of native speakers (in a
range of varied audiences, purOoSes, tasks, and



settings). Can play an effective role among native
speakers in such contexts as conferences,
lectures, and debates on matters of disagreement.
Can advocate a position at length, both formally
and in chance encounters; using sophisticated
verbal strategies. Understands and reliably
produces shifts of both Subject matter and tone.
Cail understand native speakers of the standard
and other major dialects in essentially_any face-to-
face interaction. (Has been coded S4 in some
nonautomateci applications.) [Computer Code 40]

Level 4+ (Advanced Professional Proficiency,
Plus)

Spealciug proficiency is regularly superior in all
respects; usually equivalent to that of a well-
educated; highly articulate native speaker;
Language ability does not impede the
performance of any language-use task. However,
the individual would not necessarily be perceived
as culturally native.

Examples: The individual organizes discourse
well, employing functional rhetorical speech
devices, native cultural references and
understanding. Effectively applies a native
speaker's social and circumstantial knowledge.
However, cannot sustain that performance under

all Circumstances. While the individual has a wide
range and control of structure, an occasional non-
native slip may occur. The individual has a
sophisticated control of vocabulary and_phrasing
that is rarely imprecise, yet there are occasional
weaknesses in idioms, colloquialisms,
pronunciation, cultural reference or there may be
an occasional failure to interact in a totally native
manner. (Has been coded S-4+ in some
nonautomated applications.)[COmputer Code 46]

Level 5 (Functionally Native Proficiency)

Speaking proficiency is functionally equivalent
to that of a highly articulate well-educated native
speaker and reflects the cultural standards of the
country where the language is natively sRoken.
The individual uses the language with complete
flexibility and intuition, so that speech on all levels
is fully accepted by well-educated native speakers
in all of its features, including breadth of
vocabulary and idiom, colloquialisms, and
pertinent cultural references. Pronunciation is
typically consistent with that of well-educated
native speakers of a non-stigmatized dialect. (Has
been coded S-5 in some nonautomated
applications.) [Computer Code 50]
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